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1. As you think about this message series, what are some areas of life you hope Pastor Mark 
and the rest of the teaching team cover? What are you hoping to learn over the next 
several weeks? 
 

2. The only place we can run to for “life” is to God because any other way causes us only to 
“perish.” What are the things you see people running to other than a relationship with 
God? How is that working out for them?  
 

3. The world pushes self-fulfillment and self-gratification. It tells us to seek wealth, power, 
pleasure, vanity. God gives us a new perspective. Matthew 6:33 tells us to seek first His 
kingdom. How well are you prioritizing God in your life? What does that look like? 
 

4. Pastor Mark described a remote-controlled car he found at a garage sale. It looked good 
but didn't work. What is one area of your life that looks good from that outside, but you 
know is not working as well as it should ?  
 

5. One of the points in the message was the value of reading God's Word for ourselves. A fill 
in the blank was "the value isn't in the discipline of reading, it is in the discovery of 
wisdom." Can you describe a time you felt convicted of a sin after reading the Bible? 
 

6. How seriously are you taking sin? Do you ever ask...”Lord, help me to do not this?”  
 

7. A true test of whether one has a new relationship with God is that they will have a new 
relationship with sin. Has your view or thoughts on sin changed with your relationship 
with Jesus? 
 

8. Frequently, we place our energy on where we fall short in our battles with sin. However, 
many times when we stop and reflect on where we are now against where we started, 
there is significant improvement. Please share with the group an area where you have 
gained some control or victory over a sin. 
 


